White Paper

Extreme Surge™ IoT Solution
End-to-end application visibility and network security for
IoT environments.

Executive Summary
The promise of the Internet of Things (IoT) is driving the deployment
of 100’s or 1000’s of networked devices, greatly expanding the attack
surface of organization’s networks. Most of these devices provide at-best
inadequate security. Even if the manufacturers strove to provide a secure
device1, the changing threat landscape makes it nearly impossible for
manufactures to provide a truly secure device.
Extreme Surge™ is an IoT security solution that simplifies the process of
tightly securing and managing hundreds of networked devices. Surge
augments IoT devices with an in-line proxy device that provides identity
and intelligence to otherwise insecure and unmanageable devices,
providing both network access control and allowable flow filtering.
The Surge solution can be deployed with either traditional IP networks or
can take advantage of Extreme’s Fabric Connect technology, extending
the values of stealth hyper-segmentation and network elasticity to the IoT
problem space.

The IoT Challenge
Two of the hottest items in Information Technology today are the Internet
of Things and Big Data Analytics. IoT provides the ability to collect mass
amounts of data. Data Analytics provides the ability to derive value from
the data. In some cases, solutions are being deployed where actions, based
on the analytics, are executed without human interaction in real-time.
1
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The promise of Digital Transformation to help business understand and
manage its environment is driving the adoption of IoT across all verticals
and across many business units within the verticals.
Many IT organizations are challenged with managing the plethora of
devices that the business wants to connect to the network. Historically,
these types of solutions were deployed on closed and isolated networks,
where the network could be designed for the required services and
exposure was limited to devices on that isolated network. Today, creating
an isolated network for each IoT project is financially and operationally
infeasible. Therefore the network designed to enable computer
communications is being asked to accommodate any device with a network
interface. The problem is only going to get worse. Gartner predicts2 a 33%
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) in the number of IoT devices
added to networks through 2020, reaching a total of 20.4 Billion worldwide.
Having 100’s or 1000’s of devices with limited network manageability is a
challenge. Add a sub-culture looking to use these devices to gain access
to corporate resources and data, and the challenge becomes a nightmare.
Gartner predicts by 2020, over 25% of identified attacks in enterprises will
involve IoT3. Two highly publicized breaches demonstrate the breadth of
the threat:
• Hackers installed malware on Target stores Point-of-Sale (POS)
terminals via the HVAC network, getting information on approximately
40 million debit and credit card accounts4.
• Domain Name System (DNS) provider Dyn suffered a Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attack via the Mirai botnet that infected printers,
security cameras, residential gateways and baby monitors5.
There are groups of highly motivated and well-funded antagonists working
to gain access to organizations networks for financial gain or simply as
a means to draw attention to themselves. They are constantly probing
the attack surface (number of potential access points) of the network
looking for a weak spot in the defense. IoT increases the attack surface in
a couple of ways. Traditionally network attached devices were protected
behind locked doors. Now many IoT devices are deployed in public areas
where the antagonist has access to the physical network. If attacks were
limited to the old breaking-and-entering modus operandi, network security
would be much simpler. Today, attacks originate “somewhere in the world”
independent of the physical network location. IoT provides a lot of devices
with diverse levels of security and sophistication that can be compromised.
The Dyn attack is a great example of using inexpensive IoT devices as
agents for attack.
The security capabilities of many IoT devices are frozen to the time the
device was designed. This is problematic in a few ways.
1. Many devices are running old operating systems (such as Windows 98
or NT) which are non-securable by today’s standards.
2. Many devices, particularly for the consumer market, are sold as
disposable and don’t have the ability to be upgraded.
Forecast Analysis: Internet of Things — Endpoints, Worldwide, 2016 Update, 10 February 2017
ID: G00302435
3
Predicts 2016: Security for the Internet of Things, 09 December 2015 ID: G00293187
4
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3. If these devices were upgradable, many don’t have the facilities for a
secure update – i.e. a hacker can target the upgrade process to infiltrate
the device with a contagion.
4. Security updates are reactive. Hopefully a friendly hacker will discover
the deficiency and work with the manufacturer to resolve. However,
security measures have to assume that some deficiencies will be
publicized via exploitation.
Best practices today involve “defense in depth” where layers of security are
deployed. Each layer presents a challenge to an antagonist to slow down
progress toward valuable information or infrastructure. The longer it takes
to get to the good stuff, the more likely the attempt will be detected before
harm is realized. The first layer in an IoT deployment is the IoT device. This
is the value of Surge, providing security at edge of the network for devices
with limited or no security capabilities.

Surge IoT Solution
One of the values of Software Defined Networking (SDN) is
programmability – the ability to program network elements to redirect,
control and filter traffic at a granular level via high-level programmatic
interfaces. Surge uses a template based operation enabling the creation
of “Device Profiles” to provide dynamic programming of network elements.
An OpenFlow-enabled network element is assigned a profile which
contains network and security settings. Network settings provide service
attachment rules for IoT device network connectivity (e.g. VLAN to tunnel,
or VLAN to virtualized SPB fabric service association). Security settings
apply communication flow filtering rules. An administrator can create these
profiles and assign them to multiple like devices. Rules can be created to
allow/ deny from any MAC/IP_address/Port to any MAC/IP_address/Port
for the following protocols: ICMP, TCP, and UDP. Figure 1 provides a high
level representation of the Surge solution.

Figure 1: Extreme Surge Architecture
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At a basic level, the Surge solution:
• Provides network access control for an IoT device by mapping the IoT
device to an Open Network Adapter (ONA) proxy device
• Catalogs and enforces allowable flows for the IoT device by managing
filter definitions on the ONA
• Defines network segments to isolate IoT device traffic with Extreme
Fabric Connect or with IPSec tunnels
The Surge solution is comprised of three elements:
1. Surge IoT controller provides single pane of glass management of 100’s
of IoT devices, including inventory, current status and security settings /
alerts. This provides the NOC visibility and security management of IoT
devices across business domains, independent of the application level
management.
2. Extreme Open Networking Adapter (ONA) is an inline programmable
network device running a Linux OS and Open vSwitch (OVS) providing
a proxy service for the Surge Controller to manage the IoT device.
3. An optional HyperSec Gateway, managed by the IoT controller, enables
encrypted communication between ONAs and the HyperSec gateway
deployed in the data center.
The Surge architecture is based on having a one-to-one mapping of an ONA
to an IoT device. Once the mapping is established, the Surge controller
pushes network and security parameters onto the ONA based on the
expected and allowable behavior of the IoT device. The ONA then monitors
the network flows, denying unauthorized service and network access. If the
ONA is disconnected from the network, the services to the switch port are
terminated. When the ONA is reconnected, the ONA requests services are
reestablished to the switch port.

Process Overview for Operating the Surge
IoT Solution
1. An ONA is paired with an IoT device on the Surge IoT controller by
matching the serial number of ONA (or QR code) to the MAC address
of the IoT device. The Surge Controller sees the ONA/IoT device as an
inseparable pair and manages the IoT device through the ONA.
2. The IoT device is connected to the ONA which is connected to the
access switch (10/100/1000).
3. The ONA uses DHCP and DNS to locate the Surge controller. ONA
negotiates security keys with Surge controller and the onboarding
process begins.
4. The IoT controller looks up the service profile identified for the device
type connected to the ONA and down loads the profile to the ONA.
The service profile contains network configuration, service requirements
and allowable flows.
5. The IoT device establishes connection to its application server and the
ONA begins monitoring network traffic.
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Key Operational Benefits:
• The ONA doesn’t retain profile information through a power cycle.
If an ONA is disconnected from the network or loses power, data in
memory is lost. When power is returned, the ONA must connect to the
IoT controller to get its profile to be able to function. Note: the Surge
console will indicate the ONA/IoT device has lost network connectivity.
• Security is based on whitelist profiles. When the ONA boots, it doesn’t
allow any traffic from the IoT device. The profile provides a list of
approved devices and flows. For instance, if the only IP addresses
that an IoT device is allowed to contact are its application server and
network services (DHCP, DNS, etc.), the ONA will block all other traffic.
This prevents a compromised device from infecting its peers.
• ONA has a learning mode. A profile can be complex to create.
Therefore, the ONA can be set to accept all traffic and mirror it to the
IoT controller. The IoT device operates normally with Surge cataloging
the traffic. This allows the IoT device to operate under the supervision
of IT staff. When adequate time has passed (dependent on device
operation), the captured traffic can be converted to a reusable profile.
The ONA is taken out of learning mode, updated with the new profile,
and the new device has been added to the network. The profile can
be reused for other identical devices or use as a baseline for similar
devices. Note: under normal operation, the Surge controller only
receives reports from the ONA and isn’t in the data path.
• The device profile stops MAC spoofing. Being able to alter a device’s
MAC address has some very valuable use cases; however, it can be a
security hole. An IoT device can be replaced by a computer with the
same MAC address. The ONA will allow this to happen. However, as
soon at the antagonist tries to do something that the IoT device isn’t
normally allowed to do, the ONA will block the traffic and report an
abnormal flow attempt to the Surge Controller. This is critical when the
IoT device can’t be physically secured.
• Inventory addresses all use cases. IoT devices will be deployed within
an organization across many use cases and application stacks. For
example, a facility may have EFT POS terminals, IP cameras, HVAC
sensors and controls, security key pads and door controllers, medical
devices, robots, assembly stations, and more. Each of these is deployed
with their own application servers with device monitoring and inventory
management. Device management fragmentation is challenging to
network management who has limited (if any) visibility to these devices.
Surge provides a single pane view of the status of all IoT devices that
are secured with ONAs within the infrastructure.
• Surge supports device mobility. Devices can be automatically moved
from one network port to another. If a device needs to be relocated, a
technician simply unplugs the ONA from the switch, moves the device
and ONA to the new location and plugs the ONA into a new port. When
the ONA is unplugged, the ONA loses its profile and network services
are disabled to the old port. When the ONA is reconnected, it contacts
the Surge controller to get its profile and the OVS requests the services
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be provisioned on the new port. Within a couple of minutes, the IoT
device is functioning in its new location and the move has been done
safely, sanely and without Network IT involvement.
Note: Network IT would have been notified when the ONA was disconnected and reconnected
through the Surge IoT dashboard.

Network Architectures
The Surge IoT solution is designed to work with three network
architectures: (1) Extreme Fabric Connect (FC), (2) generic IP network, and
(3) IP network with IPsec tunneling. Both the FC and IPSec solution deliver
all of the benefits above, though work differently. The generic IP network
deployment offers flow control and device inventory and onboarding,
but does not provide port level security or provide device mobility. The
IP network only solution may be adequate for use cases that do not
require IoT device mobility and have acceptable physical network access
protection.

Surge IoT Deployment with Extreme Fabric
Connect
Fabric Connect is an extended implementation of the IEEE standards for
Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) (IEEE802.1aq, IEEE802.1ah) using IS-IS (IETF
RFC 6329) for IGP. It is a full-service network virtualization technology that
combines the best of Ethernet and the best of IP. At its core, Fabric Connect
automatically creates and maintains a multi-path topology between nodes,
with traffic always taking the most efficient route, optimizing network
efficiency and application responsiveness. Fabric Connect greatly simplifies
the network services stack, resulting in a network that is more resilient,
secure and simpler to manage. For more information on Extreme Fabric
Connect please go to http://extremenetworks.com.

Figure 2: Fabric Connect fundamentally simplifies the network protocol stack.
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Fabric Connect provides significant value to IoT deployments:
• Hyper-Segmentation – SPB supports 16 million+ network segments.
In theory, every IoT device on a network could have its own segment.
More realistically, every device type can have its own segment. For
instance, HVAC could be one network, security cameras could be on
another, employees on a third, guests on a fourth, etc. Segmenting
networks is seen as one of keys to limiting exposure of IoT deployments
by Rob Joyce of the US National Security Agency (NSA)6.
• Automatic Elasticity – Services in SPB are provisioned at the network
edge without touching the network core. Edge provisioning simplifies
deploying network services for IoT devices and enables device
mobility without the concern of leaving ports open. When a device
is disconnected from the network, the network services to that
port are disabled. When the device is connected to the same (or a
different port), upon device authentication, services are automatically
configured for the port.
• Native Stealth – SPB operates at the Ethernet, not the IP layer. For
example, if a would-be hacker gains access to one segment of a traditional
network, they can IP-snoop to discover the network architecture. A
traditional network is only as secure as the least secure segment/
component. With Fabric Connect, the only structures that can be
discovered are the edges of the accessed segment, the rest of the network,
including all other segments are invisible. If a security hole is overlooked in
a less sensitive network project, it doesn’t create a back door to access the
rest of the network and more sensitive areas of the infrastructure.
Surge takes advantage of Fabric Connect infrastructure via Auto-attach
(IEEE 802.1Qcj) in OVS 2.4 and Extreme’s Fabric Attach. Auto-attach
provides the ability for the ONA to signal the fabric to create the services
defined in the profile for the attached IoT device.

Figure 3: Surge Deployment with Fabric Connect

“Disrupting Nation State Hackers” USENIX Enigma, January 2016. Https://www.usenix.org/
conference/enigma2016/conference-program/presentation/joyce
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Figure 3 shows a Surge deployment using Extreme’s Fabric Connect. Three
types of IoT devices are depicted, each deployed on an isolated network
segment. For instance the MRI scanner is deployed on the Radiology
Service network depicted in yellow. The Surge Management network is
depicted blue.
Fabric Attach is deployed at the edge of the network to provide an
automatic interface between the IoT devices and Fabric Connect. Fabric
Attach is deployed in three pieces, the Client, the Proxy, and the Server. In
the Surge deployment, the ONA with OVS 2.4 is the client. The FA Proxy
function runs on the access switch which forwards the service request to
the edge of the fabric, depicted as a VSP switch cluster. In smaller portcount configurations, the FA server and proxy can be deployed on common
edge/ToR switches.
Surge Operation with Fabric Connect
The ONA operates with 2 VLANs, an untagged VLAN for Surge
Management and a tagged VLAN for IoT traffic. The IoT device uses
an untagged VLAN for data and does not have access to the Surge
Management VLAN.
When the ONA powers-on, it contacts a local DNS server over the Surge
Management Network to identify the Surge IoT controller (cluster), then
authenticates with the Surge IoT controller. Assuming the Surge controller
has a record of the ONA and its corresponding IoT device, a device profile
will be loaded on the ONA. Based on the profile, the ONA (through OVS)
will request a Virtual Service Network (VSN) service be established on the
FA server switch and a VLAN be created on the FA proxy switch.
Using the MRI scanner in Figure 3 as an example, the radiology server in
the data center will already be connected to a VLAN 100 and the ToR VSP
switches will have VLAN 100 mapped to VSN I-SID 10100. Any device that
needs to communicate with the Radiology server only needs to request
a mapping from their local VLAN to I-SID 10100, (after authentication of
course!). In this case the MRI scanner is using VLAN 100, but a different
VLAN ID could be used. The VLAN ID number is only locally significant. The
I-SID is the key parameter to establish connections through the fabric.
The ONA operates by tagging the data from the MRI for VLAN 100. VLAN
100 will be terminated at the FA Server (VSP switch) and data will be
forwarded through the fabric on VSN 10100 to the ToR VSP switches. The
ToR switches terminate the VSN and forward the data on VLAN 100 to the
Radiology server.
If the MRI needs to be moved, the ONA will be moved with it. When the
ONA is disconnected from the network, VLAN 100 is removed from the
edge switch port and the VSN service is shut down on the FA server
node. (This does not affect the VSN service on the ToR switch.) When the
ONA is reconnected to the network (PoE), it will again lookup the Surge
controller, authenticate, download the profile, etc. Since the service on the
old connection is shut down and the new service is not created until the
ONA is connected to the network, the “radiology server” is never exposed
to unsecured port access.
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In addition to the network configuration, the device profile contains a
whitelist filter security configuration. For instance the ONA may limit the
MRI to communicating with the IP address of the Radiology Server. Further,
specific services may be allowed such as file transfer to enable the MRI to
upload scan results. Any attempt to access another device on the network
or to use another service will be blocked at the ONA and reported to the
Surge Controller. This is a critical element to the security capabilities of
the Surge solution. If the IoT device is compromised, it will not be able to
infect other devices in the network service (e.g. Dyn attack via Mirai and
IP cameras) or attempt to execute network operations that are outside the
normal operation of the IoT device.
Further, the ONA identifies the IoT device by its MAC address. If an
antagonist would connect a computer to the IoT side of the ONA and
spoof the MAC address, the ONA would allow the computer to connect,
as it would assume the IoT device was intentionally disconnected. (Note:
Disconnecting and reconnecting a device from the ONA will be noted in the
event log of the IoT controller.) However, the computer could only operate
within the whitelist parameters of the profile. For instance, if the computer
attempted to execute a traceroute and ICMP was not on the whitelist the
command would fail and the event noted. Surge maintains full control of the
ONAs. If a breach is suspected, the ONA can be easily disabled (temporarily
or permanently) from the Surge console, minimizing the impact while
further investigation is performed.

Surge IoT deployment with Traditional
IP Network
Surge can be deployed in a traditional IP network infrastructure. In a
traditional network deployment, the Surge solution loses the network
segmentation, automation and device mobility available when deployed
with Fabric Connect. Device authentication, VLAN assignment and
whitelist flow management are still managed in the device profiles. A
traditional network deployment is depicted in Figure 4. This example
shows a temperature sensor deployed as part of an HVAC solution. This is
a reasonable use case for a traditional IP network deployment. The sensor
is mounted on a wall and not likely going to be moved without advanced
planning, so mobility is not an issue.

Figure 4: Extreme Surge in a Traditional Network Deployment
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Surge Operation in a Traditional IP Network Deployment
The ONA initiation process is essentially the same as the Fabric Connect
scenario. The big difference is the Surge Management VLAN and the IoT
VLANs must be preconfigured on the network between the IoT device and
the Surge Controller and the application servers (HVAC Mgmt. Server in
Figure 4). If the IoT device needs to be moved to a different network port,
the VLAN would need to configured for the new port and removed from
the old port to avoid leaving the VLAN exposed.
The ONA is still mapped directly to the IoT device, providing a proxy for
device authentication to the network. Whitelist security is enforced on the
ONA limiting access to specific devices on the network (HVAC management
server in this example) and limiting network services to those required for
the IoT device to operate. In the HVAC example, if someone disconnected
the temperature sensor and connected their laptop, they would be limited
to the behavior of a temperature sensor, e.g. a traceroute would still fail if
ICMP was not allowed.

Surge IoT Deployment with IPSec Overlay
The third deployment option for Extreme Surge uses VXLAN encapsulation
over an IPSec tunnel. VXLAN gives the ability to extend the L2 network.
The IPSec tunnel provides data integrity and confidentiality across an IP
network. Further IPSec may address external or best practice requirements
in some use cases such as PCI DSS. This deployment option provides:
• The ability to dynamically create extended VLANs without
reconfiguring intermediate switches
• VLAN segmentation
• Device mobility
• Secure data traffic
The IPSec deployment requires the addition of an Extreme HyperSec
Gateway. The HyperSec Gateway is an appliance that terminates the IPSec
tunnels from the ONAs and distributes the IoT traffic to the appropriate
VLANs based on the tags in the VXLAN encapsulation. The HyperSec
gateway is managed by the Surge IoT Controller as part of the IoT security
solution. The Surge IoT controller manages the correlation between the
profiles on the ONAs and the HyperSec gateway.
Surge Operation in an IP Network with IPSec Overlay
Figure 5 depicts a Surge deployment with IPSec tunneling and the
HyperSec gateway. Each ONA is configured with two networks; “Surge
Management” and “IoT data”. The ONA initialization process is the same
as with a Fabric Connect deployment. The key difference is the network
portion of the profile contains parameters for the creation of the IPSec
tunnel to the HyperSec gateway along with the application of a VLAN
definition. In this case the application VLAN is not configured on the
access switch, rather the ONA tags packets from end devices with the
VLAN ID for the application VLAN. Data is forwarded to HyperSec Gateway
using VXLAN encapsulation over IPSec Tunnel (Tunnel over Tunnel).
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The HyperSec Gateway decrypts the IPSec packets, strips the VXLAN
headers and forwards the packets to the appropriate application server
in the data center. In Figure 5, the ONA for the Electronic Funds Terminal
(EFT) device would tag the packets for VLAN 300 so the HyperSec
gateway can forward to the “Financial Server”.

Figure 5: Surge Deployment with IPSec Overlay

If the ONA is disconnected from the network, the IPSec tunnel is deleted,
closing access to the network. When the ONA is connected to a new port
(or the same one) it will execute its boot process, reload the device profile
and create the IPSec tunnel.
The key difference between the Fabric Connect and IPSec deployments
is the reliance on the IP Network. SPB provides very fast network
convergence. Since all paths are known, selecting the next best path is very
fast, in the neighborhood of 200ms. For IoT applications that don’t have
the ability to tolerate network disruptions, this can be critical to keep a
network event from becoming an application event or worse.
The three deployment options are not mutually exclusive. It is possible
to have ONA/IoT devices deployed using all three models under a
single Surge IoT management instance. For example, some devices on a
traditional IP network may require IPSec security and device mobility such
as an EFT terminal while other devices (HVAC sensor) do not require the
security or mobility of IPSec, reducing the load on the HyperSec gateways.
Further, Fabric Connect could be executed in a phased deployment, with
ONA/IoT Devices being migrated from either IP deployment to Fabric
Connect on a project basis. If desired for additional security, the IPSec
encryption can be used with Fabric Connect deployment.

Device Management
There are two key aspects of managing IoT devices with Surge; (1) creating
the relationship between the ONA and the IoT device and (2) defining the
service profile for the IoT device. When completed, the ONA will act as
a proxy for the IoT device, providing status information to the Surge IoT
controller and managing the interaction of the IoT device with the network.
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Onboarding a Device
The process of mapping an ONA to an IoT device and identifying the ONA/
device combination to the Surge controller is referred to as “Onboarding”.
Onboarding a device can be performed individually via the Device Detail
Form shown in Figure 6 or in bulk via a .csv file (MS Excel) upload.
ONA device details (MAC address and Serial Number) can be acquired by
either scanning the QR code on the IoT or uploading a picture of the QR
code to the Surge Application. The other key field on the form is the “Paired
Device MAC”, which is the MAC address of the IoT device. Once the ONA is
paired to the MAC address, Surge will consider the devices inseparable.
Two additional “grayed” fields are maintained by the Surge application. The
License Status field indicates if the ONA has been assigned a device and
IPSec tunnel license. Licenses are assigned from a pool and can be revoked
or reused at any time. The Location field is the name of the edge switch
servicing the ONA.
The rest of the fields in the form are user definable. These fields can be left
blank, filled in manually, or included in the .csv file. When managing 100’s
of devices, adding supplemental, identifying information when devices are
onboarded will simplify lifecycle management and troubleshooting. Some
of the information entered in the Device Detail Screen, will appear in the
Device Inventory display shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Device Detail Form

Figure 7: Open Network Adapter (ONA)
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Device Inventory
IoT device diversity is a challenge for IT. Business Units (BU), such as
security, facilities, manufacturing and shipping want to deploy IoT based
solutions. These solutions generally come with management applications
that provide IoT device status, which is great for the BU, but not so great
for the network administrator. For instance, facilities can see the status of
all of the temperature and humidity sensors, fan regulators and damper
controls, etc. that are part of the HVAC solution. However, all network
management sees are MAC addresses. Surge provides a single pain-of-glass
status display of all IoT devices via their paired ONAs across all BU projects.
Figure 8 shows a sample display with devices in several states.

Figure 8: Device Inventory Screen

The ONA name is taken from information entered in the Device Detail
Screen. In this example, the Surge administrator has chosen a naming
scheme that provides information about the device type and the location of
the device. Selecting the ONA name will display the Device Detail screen to
show the rest of the device details.
The sub-screen on the right of Figure 8 shows the overall status of the
ONAs and current license information. In this case, the solution is licensed
for 601 devices and 3 IPSec tunnels. Currently 586 device licenses and zero
IPSec license are available. Note: The 5 unlicensed and 9 Invalid devices are
not currently licensed, resulting in 15 device licenses currently being used.
Current device status is shown indicating the operations state of the
device. The last device listing in the screenshot shows it is unlicensed. ONA
licenses can be assigned and revoked at any time. If an ONA would become
compromised or lost, revoking the license stops the ONA from enabling any
device attached to the ONA from receiving network service. Surge is also
capable of providing uptime statistics for devices which can be useful for
determining IoT device utilization and availability data.
The Service Profile column shows the profile currently being used by the
ONA. The second part of the onboarding processes is identifying defining
the Service Profile for the IoT device.
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IoT Device Profile Management
The key to Surge’s operational efficiency is the service profile for the IoT
device. The ONA uses the criteria in the profile to set-up the network
services and define operational parameters for the attached device. Profiles
are created, managed and cataloged on the Surge IoT controller. Profiles
are reusable, so there may be 100s of IoT devices under Surge Management,
there need be only 1 profile for each device type.
Profiles are downloaded by the ONA at boot. ONAs do not retain the
profile through a power cycle, providing added security if the ONA
becomes physically compromised. Each time the ONA boots, it will get the
latest profile for the attached IoT device.
The profile is divided into two parts: Network Settings and Security
Settings. Figure 9 shows a Network Settings form for a Fabric Connect
Surge configuration. The I-SID is the Service Identifier, similar to VLAN ID,
which defines Fabric Connect Virtual Network Service (VSN) that the IoT
device will use for data traffic (local VLAN is mapped to the VSN). If the
“Select Tunnel” radio button was selected, additional fields would appear for
setting up the IPSec Tunnel.

Figure 9: Network Settings for Fabric Connect IoT deployment

The Security Settings screen is shown in Figure 10. Allowable flow
definitions can be created my moving flow definitions from the left side the
right side of the screen. The ONA works on a whitelist concept, if nothing
is listed in the Selected Flows display, the IoT device will not be able to
communicate over the network. The Surge solution comes with common
flow definitions to be used in profiles. If a custom or proprietary flow needs
to be created, selecting the “Create New Flow Rule” will produce the
“Create Flow” window, shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11 shows the flow definition for SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).
In this example, the SFTP protocol is being limited between the IoT
device at 10.1.10.10 and the file server at 10.1.10.11. If the device attached to
the ONA attempted to send/receive files with any other IP address, the
communication would be blocked.
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Figure 10: Security Setting Screen

Automatic Service Profile Creation
Manually creating flow filter rules for profiles can be a difficult task, particularly
if the IoT device operates in a complex or proprietary network environment.
There are a couple of options to aid in the profile creation process.

Figure 11: Flow definition example for SFTP

A trace file such as Wireshark or other .pcap file can be loaded into the
Surge Controller or the ONA can be placed in “learning” mode. In learning
mode, the ONA operates under human supervision, allowing all traffic to
pass to/from the IoT device and the network while collecting IoT device
communication session information. Flow information is forwarded to the
Surge Controller. The ONA operates in learning mode until an operator
determines all valid flows have been captured. This may be a period of
several days depending on the device operation. For instance, a weekly
process for downloading logs or periodic software updates will need to be
captured. The Surge Profiler will take either an external trace file or the data
collected via the learning exercise and convert into a device profile. The
profile is editable and reusable across other like devices.
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The automatic profiler utilizes OpenFlow’s PacketIn method to capture
flows to and from the ONA. The PacketIn message is a way for the device
(through the ONA) to send a captured packet to the IoT Controller. The
process for learning a profile:
1.

ONA is activated – (ONA Serial number and MAC address entered into
Surge, ONA in “Invalid” state)

2.

Surge Controller puts the ONA in learning mode via OpenFlow.

3.

IoT Device is enabled

4.

ONA forwards packets it receives to the Surge Controller

5.

Surge Controller stores flow information from the packet

6.

Once learning is complete, captured flows can be converted into a
Service Profile

Summary
The Internet of Things (IoT) provides organizations the ability to interact
with their environment in strategically new ways. However, the business
opportunity challenges network management with the task of connecting
a myriad of new devices while maintaining network and data security. IoT
deployments greatly increase the attack surface of the network. Worse,
most IoT devices are fundamentally unsecure.
Extreme’s Surge solution combines centralized management and an inline proxy device to provide IoT device security. Surge addresses two key
challenges of IoT security.
1.

Controlling device access to the network.

2.

Ensure devices operate according to expected behavior.

Access control is performed by creating a 1-1 relationship between
the IoT device and an Open Network Adapter (ONA) proxy device
and registering the IoT device/ONA combination with the Surge IoT
controller. Behavior monitoring is performed by pushing a service profile
for the IoT device onto the ONA. The service profile consists of network
configuration and allowable flow rules for the IoT device. If the IoT device
becomes corrupt or the device connected to the ONA attempts to
execute network communication that is not on the allowable flow list or
attempts to communicate with a prohibited device, the ONA will block the
communication and notify the Surge IoT Controller.
Surge can be deployed in either a traditional IP network or with Extreme’s
Fabric Connect. In an IP network, network services can be provided by
tagged VLANs or by deploying VXLAN over IPSec tunnels. When deployed
with Fabric Connect, the IoT solution gains the advantages of stealth hypersegmentation and automatic elasticity providing a simple, flexible, resilient
and secure end to end IoT network solution.
The Surge IoT Controller provides single-pane-of-glass management for
100’s of IoT devices, including current device status, across all deployment
domains and independent of application management consoles. Network
administrators can now have security control and visibility into the myriad
of devices connected to their network.
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Appendix
Extreme Surge IoT Controller Architecture
One of the values of SDN is programmability – the ability to program
network elements to redirect, control and filter traffic at a granular level
via high-level programmatic interfaces. The Surge IoT Controller is an
application that provides centralized intelligence through an SDN-based
controller model. The controller uses OpenDayLight (ODL) to manage
OpenFlow-enabled networking devices. Management abilities include, but
are not limited to:
• Creating, reading, updating, and deleting OpenFlow (OF) flows on OFcapable switches
• Sending Netconf configurations and RPCs to devices such as:
software upgrades
• Runtime configuration changes
• Statistics/device state information gathering

Figure 12: Surge Controller Block Diagram

The ODL implementation follows the reference ODL architecture with some
additions that are specific to the Extreme Surge solution. The ODL service
is designed to listen for OpenFlow nodes. Upon being contacted by an
ONA, Surge initiates a Netconf-over-SSH connection to the ONA. The ONA
is configured via Netconf and reusable device profiles.
Robust APIs
As seen in Figure 12, the SDN based controller enables programmatic
interfaces to access information centralized in the controller. This provides
the ability to dynamically change the underlying network to perform tasks
such as forwarding packets, filtering traffic and changing QoS settings etc.
All functions required to implement SDN application are provided by an SDN
Engines Virtual Machine (VM) as North-bound API’s. These API’s are simple
interfaces to the resources available in different modules in the system.
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Specifically, the following APIs are exposed by SDN Controller:
• Identity Manager - Ability to get a Auth token, log-in, logout and
assign roles
• Flow Management - Ability to add/delete/modify communication flows
• Configuration - Ability to configure IoT device service attachment
• License - Ability to assign, revoke or get information about licenses
• Topology - Ability to start discovery or fetch topology for OpenFlow/
non-OpenFlow enabled devices
• Notifications and Alarms - Ability to listen to device related events
• Certificate Management - Ability to do life-cycle management of IoT
device certificates
For more details please refer to the Surge API User Guide.
Security
In order to provide maximum security to an IoT network, the Surge
Controller and ONA are developed to Extreme’s highest Networks security
policies and guidelines:
• Every ONA is deployed with its own unique device certificates signed
by the Surge Controller to prevent ONA spoofing.
• The ONA does not store any residual configuration information through
a power cycle.
• ONA uses secure boot preventing an ONA device from being hijacked
and replaced with unintended software.
The Surge IoT Controller supports enterprise class authentication and
authorization of network administrators. The controller utilizes role-based
access control to provide authentication and authorization of users,
supporting the following roles:
• SDN Primary Roles - This role element groups the primary permissions
required to access the SDN appliance. Selection of this element is
mandatory for a user who wants access to the IoT controller.
• SDN Application Services - This element groups the permissions
controlling the access to the controller resources by SDN applications.
• SDN Administration Services - This element groups the permissions
controlling the administration privileges for an SDN appliance.
High Availability
Surge controllers can be deployed as single server or in a 1+1 cluster.
The controller is not in the application data path. The loss of controller
functionality eliminates the ability to execute configuration, ONA
monitoring, and reporting functions. Data flow between the IoT device and
backend applications will not be affected.
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Appendix
HyperSec Gateway
The HyperSec Gateway is an appliance that provides encrypted tunnels
across an IP network. The Hypersec gateway is not just a VPN/IPSec
concentrator; it is based on SDN and OVS technology and acts as a L2
tunnel switch for IoT device traffic.
The HyperSec Gateway is expected to be deployed at the edge of the data
center. The ONA tags packets from end devices with VLAN ID and forwards
to HyperSec Gateway using VXLAN encapsulation over IPSec Tunnel (Tunnel
over Tunnel). HyperSec Gateway decrypts the IPSec packets, strips the
VXLAN headers and forwards the packets to the application servers in the
data center. Similarly, packets from application servers are forwarded to
appropriate ONA’s (connected to the IoT devices) using same mechanism.
This approach allows the creation of flat or extended VLAN networks without
reconfiguring intermediate switches, provides VLAN segmentation, simplifies
IoT device mobility and secures data traffic over enterprise network.
Configuration and management of HyperSec Gateways is done by the
Surge IoT controller which also provides IP Pool management of HyperSec
Gateways. When connected to network, the HyperSec Gateway will contact
the IoT controller for trust establishment (2 Factor Authentication) and its
configuration. Software updates of HyperSec Gateway are also handled by
the IoT controller.
HyperSec Gateways can be deployed singularly or as a pair to provide
high availability in a primary/secondary (standby) configuration. Loss of an
unprotected HyperSec gateway will result in loss of IoT device connectivity
to it application server. In the primary/standby scenario, the Surge
Controller will direct the ONA to request the provisioning of two tunnels -one to each HyperSec Gateway. The two tunnels work in Primary-Standby
mode, traffic to and from the end-devices flow through the primary
tunnel. If the primary tunnel connection goes down, traffic is switched
automatically to standby tunnel. A pre-configured and deployed secondary
tunnel enables very quick recovery.

Figure 13: Surge IPSec Overlay Solution
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